In *The King's England* 1941 Mee noted ‘2 veterans’ growing here. They grow 8m apart on the south side of the church.

The larger yew (left) is female with a fluted trunk, its first branches appearing at 7'/8'. It retains a large girth for 12'/15' where many branches stretch upwards around the edges, as if a more central branch has been lost. Girth in January 2004 was 12' 2" at 1' and 12' 11" at 5'. By 2015 this had increased to 12' 8" at 1' and 13' 5" at 5', an increase at both heights of 6" in 11½ years.

The smaller male yew grows SSW of the church. It was not measured but girth appeared about 8'. It is decayed on the south side, revealing rotting heartwood and internal stems. A horseshoe hollow shape is developing. The tree would seem to have been topped at a height of about 10'.